Watergate trial: all found guilty

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Guilty verdicts were returned late Tuesday and Wednesday for two former White House aides of President Nixon's re-election campaign on charges arising from the break-in and burgling last June at Democratic Party headquarters.

The jury found Liddy and McGordy guilty of all counts of conspiracy, burglary, burglary and wiretapping to the White House. Liddy was charged with six counts and would receive as many as 38 years in prison and up to $100,000 in fines.

The jury, which had been sequestered in a room on the top floor of the federal courthouse since the trial began Jan. 1, reached its verdict within 24 minutes after receiving the case from Chief U.S. District Judge John J. Breyson.

The two men took the news with no visible emotion. Liddy stood with his arms crossed in front of his chest as the clerk read the verdict of "guilty" to each charge. McGordy, standing next to him at parade rest turned once and winked to his wife, Ruth, sitting in the rear of the courtroom.

Brice ordered both men sent to jail, refusing to set bond for them. He told their lawyers they could not post bond until after the case.

Brice earlier had set $100,000 for five other men who had pleaded guilty in the Watergate case once the trial began. One, former White House consultant E. Howard Hunt, Jr., was able to post bond but the four others, all from the Miami area, could not post any and appeared in jail.

McGordy looked at his wife, Ruth, and daughter, Ann, 19, and winked at the jury filed in. Mrs. McGordy shook her head. The verdict was read but she didn't change expression. Afterwards she turned to her daughter and said, "No comment, no comment at all," she said to a reporter who asked for her reaction.

Her husband waved and smiled at her as he was led out of the courtroom by a marshal. Brice thanked the jury for their help. "I'm just glad it's over," he said.
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Crimes loses one soldier

WASHINGTON (UPI) — With the United States preoccupying itself with the release of the names of more men it considers to be war prisoners, the Pentagon announced Tuesday that a Marine believed killed in Vietnam and buried in St. Louis had been listed as a living POW.

Pfc. Ronald L. Ridgeway, 21, of Houston, had been in a combat patrol ambushed just outside the besieged Khe Sanh outpost in 1968 and remains identified as buried in Missouri later that year.

Gen. James said nine bodies were observed after the ambush, but that the remains were not recovered until Aug. 16, six months later.

"Fascist independent identification of some partial remains was impossible," he said. "The area had undergone intense bombardment and their remains were deteriorated from the tropical environment."

James said Ridgeway's mother, Mrs. Mildred A. Ridgeway, of 4229 Alaric St., Houston, agreed with the families of the other eight men in the burial of all nine in a single mass grave at Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery in St. Louis, Mo.

Rep. Gen. Daniel James, the Pentagon's POW spokesman, also said the Communists had been captured alive and died later in priory. Their names were not immediately disclosed.

Clearing up details like these are only part of the task being carried out by officials connected with "Project Homecoming," the program to get America's prisoners home and an accounting provided for the 1,000 still missing, and unacknowledged on any Communist list.

If the Laotian captives and the other 54 prisoners were acknowledged, Defense officials believe, more than 100 new names might be added to the official Communist list of 615 living and dead POWs already on hand.

Pentagon spokesmen Jerry W. Fredheim said the Pentagon definitely considers 66 men who did not appear on the list to be missing in action.

"Positive individual identification of some partial remains has undoubtedly been made," he said. "These men have appeared in POW propaganda photographs and movies from Hanoi."

The Pentagon has not identified any of the 54. But at least 18 of them have previously been named officially or unofficially by the Pentagon.

Deadline for budget requests on this campus

All of the 57 budgeted groups on this campus must turn in their budget requests to the AIB Business Office by Feb. 1, according to Mike Meiring, Finance Committee chairman. "Groups that don't make the deadline won't receive any money," said Meiring. Unless they've requested beforehand, that's the deadline extension. Out of the 57 groups only two have extensions, and seven have been handled in their requests.

"I won't back down from this," said Meiring, "this is something that the Finance Committee has to do to alleviate our problems. We only have four...five weeks to go over the budget."

Meiring pointed out that all budgeted groups have already received one extension from the end of Fall Quarter to Feb. 1. According to Meiring, no budgeted group made the first deadline last year. Only 11 groups made the second and last two made the third deadline. "That's why I had SAC approve this deadline," said Meiring. The deadlines last year hadn't been approved by SAC."

"A group that has been warned at least a month in advance to do so in their request will not be able to get any money from AIB contingency," Meiring said.

Congress says Nixon violated oath of office

WASHINGTON (UPI) — President Nixon was accused in Congress Thursday of violating his oath of office by refusing to spend money appropriated by the legislature.

At the same time, Nixon gained new support in his battle with the Democratic-controlled Congress to take an oath of its own; to stay within the $216.7 billion budget he submitted Monday.

Senators debated at a subcommittee hearing whether a President accused of violating his oath by ignoring laws passed by Congress could be tried under an impeachment law. But top Democratic congressional leaders meanwhile were at a loss on what to do about it.

In unusual strong language, conservative and liberal senators alike denounced Nixon on the grounds he has thwarted the power of the presidency by refusing to spend billions of dollars appropriated by Congress.

"That's why I had SAC approve this deadline," said Meiring. "This deadline last year hadn't been approved by SAC."

"A group that has been warned at least a month in advance to do so in their request will not be able to get any money from AIB contingency," Meiring said.
Tollet overflow stirs stink

The Great Flood will long be remembered in the annals of history as a major catastrophe that disrupted an entire community.

I am referring, of course, to the disastrous events that occurred through the lower floor of Jesperson Hall Monday night and threatened the existence of its brave citizens.

Only the combined, extraordinary efforts of all concerned, and the powers that be, prevented the flooding damage from creating further damage to life and limb.

No one could have foreseen that one of the hall’s valued toilets would overflow. After a similar flush four years ago, residents of the left wing and it should take place only once every 100 years. But it did happen again. And now the entire dormitory has risen to Its feet, demanding action.

The dormitory had existed 40 years as a community through his loud throat and the oilationo of Its valued toilet. But It did happen again. And now the entire dormitory has risen to its feet, demanding action. Some say the old one was used and the old one was thought to have higher aspirations.

In the meantime, the dorm’s engineer began to shop down all toilets which he saw as the root of the situation. He was hailed in the process.

From the basement a shrill,.varied voice has been heard. And heard. And heard. An ugly old voice, it is true, was magnifying all environmentalists and the head resident, an architecture instructor, for damage inflicted on the jocks and on his electronic washing machine. “Cement the toilets,” he demanded.

It seems the toilet inhabited the basement shortly after the last flush. How many pounds of toilet paper flew up? They were not to be counted. The other jocks don’t care as long as they get their pre-season seats.

The flood was stopped with the unlikely toilet overflow, husbed by tissue and other debris that clogged drains and caused immense runoff. An old box of Tide didn’t help.
Silva says city transit 'lopsided': plans tram, bus system to campus

San Luis Obispo is lopsided. That’s the contention of a fifth-year architecture student, Ken Silva, who would like to straighten the town out. He’s not talking about the topography or the recent floods, though. He wants to balance the transportation system.

According to Silva, who is a member of the Mass Transportation Committee, the city will receive $114,000 from the 5 per cent state gasoline sales tax, but all of the money has been earmarked for roadwork. The city will receive about twice as much money next year, because the $114,000 was given on a half-year plan, and he is more optimistic about instituting public transit then.

Silva has been chosen by the city to attend a seminar in Berkeley Feb. 4 to 8, sponsored by the Business and Transportation Agency. He plans to use some of the ideas from the seminar and some of his own thoughts to help draw the plans for what he calls a “balanced transportation system.”

According to Silva, that means plans tram, bus system to campus which would lie in with the city’s bus system at three stations campus. One station would be on California Boulevard just north of Campus Way, another at the Grand Avenue entrance and the third to be at the non-pedestrian junction of California Boulevard and West Mt. Bishop Road. Silva’s concepts of “balance” would play a part here because California Boulevard would have to be extended about 100 feet.

Defense Dept. Charged

LOS ANGELES (UPI)—The defense accused the government of withholding evidence at the Pentagon Papers trial Tuesday of concealing documents bearing on the innocence of Daniel Ellsberg and asked that the man who allegedly suppressed the information be flown here from Washington.

In a stormy trial session outside the presence of Ellsberg, defense lawyer Charles Nesson charged three men in the Defense department with participating in removal from the files of nine studies on the impact of release of Pentagon Papers on national security.

The court is hearing a motion by the government to change the charge from murder to conspiracy to recover the papers. The court was asked to sustain the motion.

According to Silva, who is a member of the Mass Transportation Committee, the city will receive $114,000 from the 5 per cent state gasoline sales tax, but all of the money has been earmarked for roadwork. The city will receive about twice as much money next year, because the $114,000 was given on a half-year plan, and he is more optimistic about instituting public transit then.

Silva has been chosen by the city to attend a seminar in Berkeley Feb. 4 to 8, sponsored by the Business and Transportation Agency. He plans to use some of the ideas from the seminar and some of his own thoughts to help draw the plans for what he calls a “balanced transportation system.”

According to Silva, that means plans tram, bus system to campus which would lie in with the city’s bus system at three stations campus. One station would be on California Boulevard just north of Campus Way, another at the Grand Avenue entrance and the third to be at the non-pedestrian junction of California Boulevard and West Mt. Bishop Road. Silva’s concepts of “balance” would play a part here because California Boulevard would have to be extended about 100 feet.
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WASHINGTON (UPI) — A group representing families of U.S. prisoners of war and missing in Southeast Asia urged Monday that those wishing to express relief and concern do so by letter or telegram rather than by direct telephone calls to the families.

"They are delighted by the concern of people, but telephone calls are interfering with the job of obtaining an accounting of all the men," said the National League of Families of Prisoners and Missing in Southeast Asia.

The League said in a statement that in cases where concerned citizens do not have the addresses of the families, letters or wires can be relayed through a regional office of Voices of Vital America (VVA) — preferably the one in Los Angeles. The address of that office is 10908 LeCoute Ave., Suite 600.

Those who have been wearing bracelets bearing names of the POWs can return them to the families through VVA also, the league said.

"We are asking bracelet wearers and concerned citizens not to call direct but express concern through letters or telegrams," a spokesman said.

**Hassled?**

Direct sales calls, more than direct telephone calls to express relief and concern do not get fat overnight and you won't get slim overnight. Anybody that promises you otherwise is after your money. You want to lose weight not money. Right?

"All of their research — after all, your taxes paid for it. — was questionable programs, The Review Board's duties are to approve questionable concerts, films, dramas, and other activities programmed by the Arts Program Board.

"What's on your mind." For over a week, Odom has been blaming City Councilmen for keeping the public in the dark. This time he had only praise for the "heroic" efforts of Councilmen to alleviate the situation.

When one of his statements caused a minor uproar, Odom stated: "I don't want to incite any kind of demonstration." Odom went on to detail the damage to electronic equipment at KSLY, which is housed in a basement.

Student Bill Goddard noted that San Luis Obispo Creek where it flows upstream at the Mission Ranch is three times larger than where it goes under the city at Arroyo Grande, a local bar. He suggested that culverts should be as large as a street to prevent backfilling. Many people related their own personal flood experiences. Some recounted their narrow escapes. Eva Main of Grass Flats spoke of the plight of several homeless families.

"That statement reveals your intelligence. You didn't get fat overnight. You won't get slim overnight. Anybody that promises you otherwise is after your money. You want to lose weight not money. Right?"

"Those who have been wearing bracelets bearing names of the POWs can return them to the families through VVA also, the league said.

"We are asking bracelet wearers and concerned citizens not to call direct but express concern through letters or telegrams," a spokesman said.
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Games planned for tournament

About 200 students representing college unions at 20 universities and colleges in the Pacific Coast states will participate in the Region 16, Associated College Unions International, at this university on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, Feb. 18, 19, and 20.

John Blaisius, chairman of the Recreation and Tournament Committee of the Associated Students, Inc., at this university, which is co-host for the tournament, says there will be interfraternity competition in bowling, billiards, chess, table tennis, bridge, and football.

Region 16 includes universities and colleges in California, Oregon, Washington, Hawaii, and Australia. Gene Lagari, manager of the game areas of the University Union, says competition is expected from all of the areas except Australia.

There will be separate competitions for men's and women's teams in bowling, billiards, and table tennis.

Lagari states there will be teams, doubles, and singles competition in bowling. Team winners will be based on the aggregate score of the five-man teams. Overall individual winners of the tournament will be based on the aggregates of an individual's score in team, doubles, and singles competition.

The top man and woman bowler will be eligible for national ACUI competition in Syracuse, N.Y., later this year. Billiards teams winners will be determined on the basis of elimination round and playoffs. Call shot straight pool will be played.

Winners of table tennis and football will be determined on the basis of individual tournament rules for the games.

Anthropologist has wed Irian cannibal chieftain

HUNTINGTON BEACH, CALIF. (UPU—The teen-age son of a woman anthropologist confirmed Tuesday his mother had married a cannibal chieftain in a ceremony in Indonesia. But he predicted it wouldn't last.

"It's true all right, practically," said Jimmy Martin, 19, of a report in Indonesian newspapers last week that Mrs. Wyn Burgart, an attractive 42-year-old explorer and writer, had married Obaharok, a cannibal chief in the Indonesia province of West Irian.

Martin said his mother entered the marriage for research on a book she is writing. The marriage, he said, would end when the book was complete.

"My mom knows what she's doing," Martin told reporter Paul Chappelle of the Santa Ana Register.

The six foot tall Mrs. Burgart, who has traveled extensively in search of tribal customs, left Huntington Beach for Indonesia last Oct. 1.

Winter soccer gets underway

Seven teams have begun vying for the American Cup Soccer championship, the winter intramural soccer league at this university.

The quarter long schedule began last Sunday with three games. Games will continue to be played each Sunday at 11 a.m., the Wind Breakers from Dover at 2 p.m. North Mountain will be idle this weekend.

Two teams are deadlocked in first place after Sunday's action. The pros from Dover and North Mountain dorms each have a victory to their credit.

The pros earned their place by virtue of a 9-4 whitewashing of Theta Chi. Cecil Hernandez and Arne Peterson each had two goals to pace the Dolphin. Other scores came from Tom Nelson and Gilberto Martin.

When the season concludes, outstanding players from the league will be chosen to play on two all-star teams. The first team will face Fresno State during Poly Royal and possibly Hancock College.

The tournament will be held before the wrestling match between this university and UC Riverside Feb. 18.

Entry fee will be 60 cents per man and weigh-ins will be scheduled from 2 to 3 p.m. on the days of the match.

Rodeo planned

A jackpot rodeo has been set for Friday at 4 p.m. for all Rodeo Club members and rodeo team members. The rodeo will have all events, including a special fraternity calf tie.

Admission to the event that will be held at Collet Arena will be one dollar.

Among the events will be girls' barrel and brake-away roping, boys' bulldogging, bareback bronc, calf roping, team roping and a two-man fraternity calf tie will also be held.

The stock draw for those participating has been set for Friday at 4:30 p.m. at the arena.

intramural mat meet set

An intramural wrestling tournament has been scheduled for Feb. 4 and 7, according to intramurals director, Richard Heaton.

The tournament is open to all those who are not on an intercollegiates wrestling team. Signup deadline is Feb. 4 in coach Heaton's office, Men's Gym 104.

Dorms and fraternities are urged to enter teams since individual and team trophies will be given to winners. Finals of the tournament will be held before the wrestling match between this university and UC Riverside Feb. 18.

Entry fee will be 60 cents per man and weigh-ins will be scheduled from 2 to 3 p.m. on the days of the match.
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Assemblywoman March K. Fong (D-San Mateo) will speak on "Consumer Affairs and Consumer Protection" in Guzman Auditorium at 8 p.m. Thursday.

A native Californian, Mrs. Fong is the chairman of the Assembly Committee on Environmental Quality. She is also a member of the Education Committee and the Commerce and Public Utilities Committee.

Mrs. Fong attended the University of California at Berkeley, Mills College and Stanford University, where she received her doctorate in education. She has done post graduate study at Columbia University and California State College at Hayward.

Music board sounds for ASI finance committee

The budget request of the Music Board of Control for next year's ASI budget was heard at a meeting of the Finance Committee.

This budget included an additional expense for 18 flag girls the band hopes to have next year. An additional $400 was requested to outfit the girls with uniforms and equipment. The request was heard by the BNC at 6:30 p.m. Thursday.

International Council, whose budget was scheduled to be heard at the meeting was not present.

New procedures are in effect this year for the establishment of the ASI budget. The budget requests will all be heard before the council has approved the budgets as they are now.

Business for the meeting also included a line item transfer in excess of $400 for a typewriter for the ASI office.

Budgetary requests must be submitted by 5 p.m. Feb. 1, unless the organization has been granted an extension. Requests for extensions were due Jan. 15.

Cranston Bill

Guaranteed free press

Senator Alan Cranston (D., Calif.) introduced this month on behalf of the American Newspaper Publishers Assn. ANPA a bill that would prohibit any federal or state proceeding from compelling a newsmann to disclose the sources or any information they obtain while gathering news but do not reveal.

Cranston, a former newsmann, introduced the measure instead of reintroducing a bill which he offered last June that would have granted absolute protection to news sources against any federal disclosure.

Cranston's earlier bill came the day after the Supreme Court, in the landmark Caldwell case, ruled in effect that such protection was not inherent in the First Amendment free press guarantees.

Cranston noted that the ANPA bill, which is called the "Press Privilege and Information Act," would meet news protection "to the state and local levels where most of the current controversy has arisen."

"I believe in providing the broadest protection necessary to guarantee full freedom of the press," Cranston declared. "The basic purpose is to protect not the press, but the people."

"For a society to be truly free, it must have a press that is truly free. One of the fundamental tenets of a free press is that the press is entitled to protection from the state, the federal law, the people who handle the people's lives and freedom, said Cranston.

"The press must be kept free to continue to expose corruption and lawlessness in high places, in and out of government," Cranston said.

He pointed out that "recent lower court rulings jailing newsmen, which the Supreme Court declined to review, threatened to undermine various press shield laws enacted by state legislatures."

"News sources seem to be losing at the state level the very protection many of us in Congress are trying to give them at the federal level," said Cranston. "We must act to protect press freedoms at both levels."

"Recent state court decisions have illustrated that a number of the 18 so-called state shield laws now in existence do not provide the necessary protection for newsmen and their sources," Cranston said. "The situation is potentially the worst in the 50 states that have no shield laws whatever."

He noted that "despite the increased curiosity to news and news sources since the Supreme Court's June decision, none of these states has passed protective legislation."

Middle East expert to talk

A Political scientist and authority on Middle East Affairs, Dr. Fred Krinsky, will speak at 11 a.m. Thursday, Feb. 1 in Union 216.

Krinsky is presently chairman of the Political Science Department at Pomona College and has also taught at the University of Arizona for 13 years. He has assumed chairmanship of the University of Southern California's Political Science Department.


Christian set

"Are You Big Enough for God?" is the topic for the first meeting of the newly formed Fellowship of Christian Athletes Thursday night.

Featured speaker will be Dan Fidock, a former All-American middle distance runner at the University of Arizona in 1966. The meeting has been scheduled for 8:30 p.m. in Union 131.
**Gagar Rejto**

Cellist Gagar Rejto, accompanied by the Cal Poly Symphony Orchestra, will perform in Chumash Auditorium on Feb. 5. Rejto, a chamber musician, has been associated with the Lerner and Gordon string quartets and is cellist of the Alma Trio. Admission will be $1.60 for students and $2.60 for non-students.

**Humor fills the Gap**

That fun, bracing foursome called the Credibility Gap will be "in concert" Sunday, Feb. 4 at 8 p.m. in Chumash Auditorium. The show is being jointly sponsored by the Concert and Special Events Committee of the Associated Students, Inc., and is being billed as an Un-concert. The group got their start on KRCLA, a radio station in the Los Angeles area, by doing their satirical skits and parodies on headlines in the news. They programmed under the watchful eye of leader Harry Shearer and have developed into one of the most hilarious comedy acts to walk out on a stage.

The show will cost $1 for students and $2.00 for non-students.

**The Cost of Greatness**

High level stress seekers—athletes—are they sincere when they step off the playing field? Bruce C. Ogilvie, Ph.D., has been an expert in the field of sport and personality for over ten years. Ogilvie will speak on "Emotional Cost of Greatness, Leadership, Success, etc." in Chumash at 1:00 p.m. on Wed. Feb. 7. Admission will be $1.60, students, and $2.60 general.

Ogilvie has done research in psychological consistencies in high level competitors at University of San Francisco, U.C. Medical Center and San Francisco State University. He is also a consultant to twenty-one professional teams in the N.B.A., N.F.L., and Western Hockey Association. He is currently a Professor of Psychology at San Jose State University.

The nature of stress in amateur and professional sports, as well as Olympic competitors has been the subject of Dr. Ogilvie's studies. Of primary interest is the personality traits and character traits that are found to support high level athletic achievement.

Ogilvie's speech is being sponsored by the ASI Film's Speaker's Forum Committee.

**Charlie Byrd**

Feb. 2 8:00pm

Chumash Auditorium
$1.50 student
$2.50 general

**ZAGREB FESTIVAL**

15 superb animated films

WED. JAN. 31ST
7 & 8 p.m.
CHUMASH 75¢

**ASI FILMS PRESENTS**

**THE TWELVE CHAIRS**

The Twelve Chairs is a comedy film about a couple's adventure to an imaginary mountain of superfood and a village of people-creating trees. The film is known for its creative storytelling, its witty characters, and its engaging animation. The main characters include an old man who creates the twelve chairs and a middle-aged man who is always hungry and looking for delicious food. The film is famous for its humorous and inventive storytelling, making it a must-see for animation lovers.
Robert Jennings, left, and John Parker display the style that has made them valuable property to the Mustang basketball team. Jennings, a senior, lead his rebounding and scoring chores. He scored 14 against Hayward, third best for team to a 69-64 win over Cal State Hayward Monday night when he scored 23 the Mustangs.

**Cagers end loss skein with Hayward victory**

Paced by Robert Jennings' 23 points, the Mustang basketball squad dumped a stubborn Cal State Hayward team, 69-64, Monday evening in the Men's Gym.
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